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An Editorial

Highlands Should Seek Incorporation

lays

or•A.

The cities of Fulton and South Fulton are beginning
negotiations this week toward preliminary surveys for
a new sewage treatment plant and up-to-date sewer
The miasma
system for the two communities.
Capital a the Wavle
The surveys will probably include enough capacity
for the residents of Highlands, whether they ask for it Volume Twenty-Seven
or not. It will be assumed that sooner or later the area
will come within the corporation.
That's just an assumption.
If Highlands is not in the corporation by the time
final plans are drawn and bonds are ready to be sold,
there will certainly be no sewers laid in the Highlands
area, just as there were no gas mains laid when the
(Continued on Page Two)
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Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, March 6, 1958

The third annual A-wards Banquet, sponsored by the
banks of Fulton County and honoring Fulton County
Today (Thursday, March 6) is
the day for taking pictures of farm achievement during the past year, was held Tueschildren in the Ken-Tenn area, day evening at the First Methodist Church in Hickman,
all of which will be printed later with around 140 in attendance.
this Spring in the Fulton News.
"Hammer" Johnson, representing the Citizens Bank
A photographer from Woltz
Studios, Des Moines, Iowa, will of Hickman, served as master of ceremonies; Fulton
be at the News office today be- Bank was represented by M. R. Jeffress, Harold Hentween the hours of 10:00 a. m. and derson and
Homer Weatherspoon, and City National
7:00 p. m. to make the pictures.
Bank
was
represented
by Parks Weaks and Clyde WilNo .appointment is necessary,
just bring the children in when- liams, Jr.

Police Promise Crack-Down On Stop- Today For Pictures!
Sign Violators In High School Area

McAlister
Decision
Is Delayed
Arguments To Dismiss
Charges Will Be Held
March 27 In Paducah

Fulton Police have promised to
"crack down" on motorists, both
young and old, who are failing
to properly stop at the 4-way
stops on Second Street in the Fulton High school area, the City
council was promised Monday
night.
The action followed strong protests by a resident in the neighborhood who had become so irritated with disregard of the stop
signs that he conducted his own
"poll" of traffic Monday and
found that only three out of 53
vericles had observed the signs
properly.
It was stated to the Council

and the Police department that
the "biggest violators" of the stop
signs are high school students who
drive cars in the area, -but that
many adults were observed also
completely disregarding the safety
markers.
The 4-way stop signs were placed in the area to control traffic
at the busy intersections, used
heavily by the school children.
It was further pointed out to
the Council that the Schoolboy
Patrol, unable to control traffic
at intersections, had quit the job
several weeks ago because they
"got scared", in the words of the
observer.

Robert Burrow
Heads Red
Cross Drive

1st District
Tournament
Begins Tonite

ever convenient. However, appointments may be made by calling the News office, 470.
An invitation is issued to all
parents to bring their children

Following the banquet, special recognitions and numerous awards were acknowledged for Fulton County's
outstanding farm leaders for 1957, both young and old.
Many outstanding records in livestock, conservation,
management and personal achievement were recognized, and those attending came away with a feeling of
pride and accomplishment for their fellow countians,
many of whom have established State and national
marks in their endeavors to improve Fulton County's
already-high farm production and practices.

Attorneys in the examining
trial of Fulton insurance salesman Forest McAlister and MisPICKERINtr APPOINTED
souri State Trooper Vernon Hop20
until
March
were
given
kins
save
and
.
.
Halp
.
Halp,
Halp,
R. C. Pickering has been appointed Fulton Citytax assessor
or Oh Save . . . and any other to file briefs stating their positions.
form of salvation you can lend
for a two-year term. Appointment
McCracken County Judge Roy
was voted Monday night at the
me. I'm snowed under; And right
March
27
at
2
also
set
Stewart
City Council meeting.
off hand let me say that if you're
a member of one of the women's p. m. for hearing arguments by
In a county—typical of almost
clubs participating in WFUL's attorneys on the motions by deany farming county today—where
$3,000 prize money for women's fense attorneys for dismissal of
farm population is dwindling,
groups, please know that as far charges. He indicated he may anwhere the average age of the
as we know, and unless some- nounce his decision shortly afterfarmer is well past 50, where the
thing startling happens, the pro- ward.
Mrs.
Latta
Will
Head
McAlister and Hopkins are
Play gets underway tonight
number of farm units is dwind
gram will go on the air on March
Residential Drive:
ling year by year as the young
(Thursday) at Fulton High School
17. That means that you can start charged witb voluntary manpeople all leave for the cities as
saving salea slips, box tops, etc. slaughter in -the death of Miss
Campaign Starts Monday gym in the First District basketthe
soon as they finish high school
ball tournament. Tonight's lone
from our participating merchants Jewel English, 23, during
Burton early
The Annual Red Cross Fund game is scheduled for 8:00 p. m.
or college, this annual measureand they will count toward you manhunt for Carl
3.
Drive will be held during the
ment of accomplishment by the
Following is the schedule:
s
club in the big prize money that In the morning of Feb.
Miss English died of gunshot week of March 10, it was anyoung people serves as a worthMarch 6, 8:00 p. m.:
the station is giving away every
wounds she received as a pas- nounced today by Harold Wile- Ns Fulton County vs. Fulgham
while beacon, pointing to the fact
week for 13 weeks.
senger in a car that drove past Fulton Chapter Chairman.
that there is still much happiness
March 7, 7:30 p. m.:
a roadblock at the County Line
Mr. Robert Burrow ha been -Fulton City vs. Clinton
and profit to be gained by those •
Next week we will have a com- Road and Highway 45.
appointed Fund Chairman for t March 7, 9:20 p. m.:
who farm well.
plete list in the News of the merboth
Hopkins and McAlister
this year's campaign. He is well Carlisel County vs. winner o'
The News joins the Banks of
chants giving bonus credits and fired at the car.
known throughout this area for Fulton County-Fulgham game.
the County in saluting these leadof course we urge you to shop at
Judge Stewart, conducting the his various civic work. He will
March 8, 8:00 p. m.:
ers, and in pointing to their acthese firms in order that you can examining trial, must decide be assisted by Mrs. Gilson Latta,
(Finals) between the two winners
complishments.
start making money for your club whether to hald McAlister or who will be in
charge of the resi- of March 7 games.
Individual Dairy awards were
without any soliciting, rummag- Hopkins or both for action of the
dential areas.
made to Ward Burnette for his
ing, making, selling, endorsing or grand jury, which convents in
The Red. Cross depends entirechampion Jersey cow at the Fulanything. All you do is consult May.
ly upon voluntary contributions
ton County Show and the Chamyour little Buyer's Guide that
The Tuesday hearing was to and after two of its costliest disOUTSTANDING STUDENTS: Miss Linda Arring- pion Jersey showman at the Kenwill give you a complete list of have consisted only of arguments
ton, senior at Fulton High School, was named "Out- tucky State Fair; to Don Collier
the merchants and the bonuses by defense attorneys on their mo- aster years the Red Cross needs
they offer and with no effort at tions to dismiss the warrants a- them more than ever before.
The West Kentucky Growers standing senior girl in home economics" for Fulton for his grand champion Jersey
The voluntary workers named Cooperative
cow at the State Fair; and to Ray
all you can win as much as $50 gainst each defendant
Association will meet County; Ermon Workman,senior at Fulton County
High Bruce, who was the junior dairy
thus far are: Barney Speight and at the Water
a week for 12 weeks and partiVallex &hoot March
But at the outset attorney John John Joe Campbell-4th Street;
cipate in the grand awards of- Kirksey, representlrig McAliser,
11, /958 at 7:00 01
. S.•111veryone School at Hickman, was named "Outstanding senior boy champion of Fulton County and
F. A. Homra and Spud Edwards
whose Jersey cow placed•flifth in
$1200 for the 13 weeks.
moved that the transcript of test- —Lake St; B. Pigues and Lewis interested in growing tomatoes in agriculture," and both received loving cups at Tuesthe Mid-South fair.
imony given at the coroner's Weaks—Lake St. and Commercial for shipping should make every day "Award Banquet".
The team of Don Collier, fickle
effort to attend.
Mary-Nelle and I have attend- inquest into Miss English's death,
Al Owens—
Collier, George Burnette and
ed so many club meetings of be introduced into the evidence. St.; Guy Upton and
Dr. Marlowe, tomato specialist,
Lake St. and E. State Line; BobWard Burnette placed third in
women groups around the area
Immediately David Reed and
from the University of Kentucky
Conttnued
on
Page
1C4gAt
the Kentucky State Fair dairy
that when we talk to each other Thomas Waller, two of the four
will be present .and will discuss
judging contest; and the team of
in normal conversation we start attorneys appearing for Hopkins
in detail the growing of tomatoes
Ward, Bill and Don Burnette and
out by saying: "It was so nice of were on their feet with vigorfor shipment to the northern
Robert Powell placed fifth at the
you to invite us to this meeting ous objections.
markets.
Mid-South fair.
. . ." then we catch ourselves and
Although Kirksey didn't elabIn the "Stay in School" camsay . . . wadda ya want..
orate on his reasons for making
paign, Miss Anne Tipton, a stuthe motion, he indicated he wantEvery past and present memdent at Fulton County High
Its been a tremendous amount ed Trooper Hopkins' admission in ber of the Fulton Woman's Club
School, Hickman, placed first in
of fun visiting all the clubs who that proceeding that he fired the is extended a cordial invitation
the high, school poster contest;
are anxious to make money . . . first shot at the English car to to attend the regular, meeting
Judy Hendricks, a student at
Mt. Carmel Baptist Church will
but the real fun will start when go into the examining trial re- held at the club home on FriWestern, placed first in the essay
conduct a Bible Institute ft* fbur
we begin handing out that $150 cord.
day afternoon at 3 o'clock.
contest among students in the 7th
days, beginning tonight (ThursSince neither Hopkins nor Mca week to the women's groups
Mrs. Hendon Wright, Program day) and extending through Sunand 8th grades
for just patronizing the partici- Alister testified in the examin- Director of Radio Station WFUL,
In the soil conservation essay
day.
ing trial, there was no direct is leader for the afternoon. She
pating merchants.
sponsored annually by
contest,
Evening
services begin at 7:00
testimony that either of them will present an original skit basLouisville newspapers and the
p.
m.
All-day
services
Sunday,
car.
That,
might
have
fired
at
the
WFUL has geared this entire
ed upon the early history of the
Fulton County soil conservation
sales campaign to have people been used by Hopkins 'attorneys club. During the program mem- March 9th will include lunch at
district, recognition and awards
the
church.
a
technical
grounds
for
disas
shop at home first. If every merbers of the Shakespeare Club, a
were presented Harold Bequette,
Visitors are welcome, and all
chant in Fulton would take time missal of the warrant against him. foreruner of the Woman's Club,
County winner, and to
the
members
are
urged
to attend.
out once in awhile to realize how
will be singularly honored.
Maurice Carr Bondurant, secondCOUNTY
out
of
FulBANKING'REPRESENTATIVES
MUCH money Is spent
at Tues- place county winner. Louetta
Vet's Rep Hers March 14 The annual election of officers
ton they would have had no hesiday farm "Awards Banquet" included the above group: Wheeler won first place for FulMr. B. N. Nisbet, a contact will be held at this meeting.
tancy in going along with our representative of the Kentucky
(1 to r): M. R. Jeffress, Fulton Bank; "Hammer" John-.tin County High School and DonCommunity Club Awards pro- Disabled Ex-Service Men's Board,
1958 MINSTREL
na Carol Mabry won first at
son, Citizens Bank, Hickman; Harold Henderson Ful- Cayce
gram.
grade school.
will be present on March 14, 1958
The Fulton Lions Club announcAustin Adkinson, who graduat- ton Bank; Parks Weaks, City National Bank; Homer
at the American Legion Home in ed this week that it will proThe four outstanding corn pro• And that reminds me of the Fulton, Ky. to assist veterans and duce a minstrel show this year, ed from Murray State College in Weatherspoon, Fulton Bank; Clyde Williams, Jr., City ducers of Fulton County—the 1957
many ladies who live within a their dependents with claims for to basaiven on the nights of 1943, has been appointed informa"Corn Derby" winners—were then
National Bank.
stone's throw of Fulton who say, benefits due them as a result of Mazah 24th and 25th. Mrs. E F. tion director of the °Tennessee
recognized. First was Percy King
Municipal
League.
"Welt, we go to so and so to buy their military service.
Crocker has been named general
of Fulton, whose 130.2 bushelsPrior to the appointment Mr.
our goods because we didn't even
He will be present from 9:00 chaisionan, and Dr. R. V. Putnam
per-acre on 20 acres rated him
Adkinson was a member of the
know they had such a store in Ful- a. m. until 3:00 p. m.
wit/swerve as fAterlocutor.
tenth in his class in State comAssociated Press staff in Washton." And it serves the merchant
petition during 1957, and the only
ington. Re has also been a memright . . . there are enough adwinner in the Purchase. Second
ber of the AP bureaus in Colvertising -mediums in Fulton for
Stanley F. Reed, President of
The Chamber of Commerce is place went to Robert Sanger of
umbia, S. C., and Charlotte, N. C.; Reed Research, Inc. announced to- today
a man to tell the world about his
announcing the results of Hickman, with an average of
city editor of the Paris Post-In- day the appointment of Russell a recent
business instead of just sitting
election held by the Re- 128.4 per acre on 30 acres; third
telligencer, Paris, Tenn., and EN Travis, Jr., of 1933 Hillside tail Merchants
around fussing because business
Bureau to elect place went to Lucian Isbell of
managing editor of the Fulton
is bad.
Conservation representatives of vancy District in Kentucky form- Daily Leader, Fulton, Kentucky. Drive, Falls Church, Va., as Ad- eight directors for a one year Sylvan Shade with 122.7 for 20
acres; fourth was won by Scott
western Kentucky counties ed under a law passed by the He is a native of Carrillton, Ky. ministrative Director, Engineer- period.
Community Club is designed fpur
ing Services Division, Reed ReDeMyer of Cayce, with 102.1
last 1956 General Assembly.
signed
documents
at
Clinton
Thad
Fagan
was
elected
chairfor two reasons . . one to help
search. Among other scientific man, and the following men
Friday that could launch a $6
were average on 35 acres.
Designed as a five-year-long
club women make money for
projects, this division is now work- elected to the Board: Park Weeks,
The 4-H Club girl winners, and
million improvement program on works project, the overall plantheir club treasuries, the other
ing on handling arrangements for Frank Beadles,
Mrs. Elizabeth their achievements, were then
calls for upland conservation
is to stimulate Spring buying at Ohion Creek.
the guided missle TALCS and on Caldwell, Joe Hall,
as the signing measures by landowners as part
The °evasion
Charles Rice, recognized.
home. At the end of the program
design for the latest type sub- Bobby Scates,
work plan for im- of the overall plan.
The 4-H Club boy winners inof
the
final
and
Clyde Wilwe hope to say . . trade at home
Dr. E. F. Crocker, President bf marines.
cluded Harry Watts, tobacco, and
provement of the creek which
liams, Jr.
programs can work . .. if a mer"Increased
ACP
payments
to
the Fulton-South Fulton ChamA native of Fulton, Ky., Travis
portions of Graves, HickAt a meeting held yesterday in Charles Mike!, County beef chamchant has enough energy to make drains
hill farmers will amount to sev- ber of Commerce is today an- gradaated from the University of
man, Carlisle and Fulton Counthe Chamber office, the Board pion. FFA winners included Phil
Them work.
eral
times
as
much
as
any
of
nouncing the following commit- Kentucky in 1950 and before
Mayfield, "Outstanding freshman
ties. The area, known as the
them will have to contribute as tee chairmen for the year: Paul joining Reed Research in June voted to have a questionaire con- farmer", who netted $590.03 in
Obion Creek Watershed Consersummer
cerning
closing
dates,
So watch the News next week
tax assessments to this water- Boyd and Dr. J. L. Jones, Civic 1955, spent a year with the Invancy District, contains aproxiholiday closings, promotion, etc. labor earnings; Bob Sanger, with
for the full details on the $3000
shed program," said R. la Bolin Committee; W. P. Burnette and ternational Business
Machine
mately 202,000 acres.
mailed to each member of the Re- the champion shorthorn of the
Community Club Awards proof the state's division of flood Dewey
Johnson, Agricultural Corp., Washington, D. C., a year
District show at Murray, and
The government has 90 days
gram sponsored by WFUL. The
control. A total of $35,000 addi- Committee; Char le a Cannon, with Melpar, Inc., Alexandria, tail Merchants Bureau
Bobby Shuff, with the reserve
in which to approve or reject
These
surveys
are
to
be
reparticipating merchants, the rules,
tional
money
has
been
allotted
Watershed Committee; FL P. Bur- Va. and three years with the
shorthorn of 4-H and FFA show
the plan for federal financial aid.
and the bonus awards will be
to the watershed for ACP pay- cham and C. P. Williams, Jr., Corvey Engineering Co., Alexan- turned to the Chamber office not at Murray.
A. B. Rogers, state soil conlater than March 8th, so that the
listed and for all of us at WFUL
ments during 1958.
Industrial Committee; Nathan dria, Va. His father, Russell E.
Master Conservationist awards
servationist in charge of waterBoard may know the general
it will be a very pleasant experiwere given to eight outstanding
Norman Terry of the Soil Con- Wade and Bill Adams, Commer- Travis, Sr., lives at 417 Eddings feeling of the membership.
sheds said "it is hoped this proence to see business hopping up
programs in the County, making
ject can be scheduled for opera- servation Service and Lyle Leon- cial Committee; Duke Crews and Street, Fulton, Ky.
all around us. We think that this
a total of 20 out of 397 cooperaard, conservationist from the Ray Williams, Aeronautics Comby July 1."
Reed 'Research, which does
tion
COMING
TRUCK
time of the year is a good time
tdrs in the district recognized
plan received federal plan- University of Kentucky agreed mittee.
basic and applied research in most
to promote the program With / The
Rodney Miller, Congressional of the physical sciences and enduring the past three years.
assistance under Public 566 that the "big job ahead this year
ning
truck
from
The
Salvation
The
Easter, Mother's Day, graduation
The eight included S. E. Bon—the small watershed protection is to speed up treatment of farm Action Committee; J. 0. Lewis, gineering fields, is one of the Army Men's Social Service Deand summer sales in progress all
and flood prevention act—and uplands to protect future flood- C. D. Parr and W. L. Holland, country's foremost independent partment will be in Fulton, Mon- durant, Jim Dawes, Austin VorCoririnsed an PEW MO
Continued on Pape tight
research organizations.
Oeiseliased on Pope "Ott
was the first Watershed Conser- retarding structures."
day, March 10, 1951

Grower's Co-Op Will
Meet On March 11

Woman's Club To
Have Special Program
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At Mt. Carmel
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Papers Signed For $6 Million
Obion Creek Improvement Program
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Thad Fagan Heads
Retail Merchants

Highlands Should Seek Incorporation Now
(Continued from Page One)
tas system was constructed.
When, then is the Highlands area
likely to get sewers if they don't get
them under the master plan soon to
be outlined?
We'd say it may be many years.
When is Highlands likely to get gas,
now that the present system is Constructed and operating, and not making enough money yet to be able to
afford any major expansion?
It may take years for Highlands to
get gas.
Without sewers and gas, what, then,
are the prospects for Highlands developing into a oeautiful residential
subdivision as most of its present residents would wish for it?
We'd say there are practically no
prospects at all. Practically no one

we have talked to lately wants to
build in Highlarvis. No one is building
in Highlands.
Highlands should be Fulton prettiest, roomiest, best-laid-out, most desirable residential area. Property
values there should be high. Three
years ago it still had the opportunity.
But, outside the Corporation and outside the jurisdiction of the Planning
and Zoning Commission, it began to
go commercial, and today is running
around in circles, going nowhere,
planning nothing and defeating any
purposes that its larger landowners
may have had for profitable residential home development.
If Highlands doesn't get city sewers
it is going to be sunk for many years.
We submit that now is the time for
its residents to get together, while the
opportunity is within their grasp.

How.Much Auto Insurance Is Eno-ugh?
Of all the kinds of insurance you
buy for your car—collision, comprehensive, fire and theft, medical payments, etc.—bodily injury and property liability policies are the most
important, according to the editors
of Changing Times, the Kiplinger
Magazine. In a copyrighted article appearing in the February issue, the
editors declare that the hazard these
liability policies protect against is by
far the most serious.
Perhaps you could survive the loss
of a $3,000 car, even though it would
be a heavy blow. But one careless
second, one unexpected mechanical
failure could lead to a $50,000 damage
suit and financial ruin, the editors go
on to say.
In two states, Massachusetts and
New York, you can't register a car
unless you have liability insurance.
Most other states require that any .
driver involved in an accident must
either produce a liability policy or
post a large sum of money or property. Thus the average car owner is
in effect required to carry it, even
though he cannot technically become
a law violator until he is in an accident.
How much should you have? A
$5,000/$10,000 policy, for instance,
would protect you up to $5,000 for

'STRICTLY BUSINESS

injury to any one person and up to
$10,000 for any one accident. Either
a 5/10 (as these policies are described), or a 10/20 with $5,000 propertydamage protection will satisfy legal
requirements in most places. But say
the editors, 5/10 is not enough, and
10/20 is skimpy. Any average driver
should carry at least 25/50, if he can
possibly swing the premium and
50/100 wouldn't be out of line. People
if even modest means should consider
going higher than that, claim the
editors.
Once juries awarded $5.000 or
$10,000 for bodily injuries. Nowadays
verdicts of $25,000 or $50,000 are not
uncommon, and awards have run as
high as $100,000 or more.
Fortunately, the additional protection is not expensive. The big amount
comes in the basic premium; pushing
the limits of liabilty up a notch 'costs
relatively little. For instance, rates
for this kind of insurance in one locality increase only 21 per cent from
10/20 to 50/100, but the increase in
protection is a whopping 400 per cent.
Don't compromise on liability protection in order to carry physicaldamage protection or extra endorsements, warn the editors. "Adequate
liability insurance always comes first.
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"Argyle there has a lot of get-up-and-go.. To tha
water cooler, the coffee shop, the rest room..,"

vkited her sister, Mrs. Tom Crittenden and 7r. Crittenden of
Mrs. 0. F. Ta)lor• Fulton Sunday.
Nom
Mrs. Arnold Work is ill in the
sun Hiliview Hospital in Fulton We
the
see
to
We are glad
shine and some warmer weather v.ish for her a speedy recovery.
than it has been. The mud holes
Mr. and Mrs. Boaz were the
on gravel roads are drying too.
Sunday dinner guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House
Mr. W. L. Rowland is slowly
Mrs. Mary Barley, daughter
improving. Sunday visitors were and grandson and Mrs. Mabel
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Rowland of Carter visited Mr. W. L. Rowland
Lynn Grove,•Mr. and Mrs. Nor- and Allie one day last week.
man Puckett and Sue of Lone
Ela Pearson continues
t
Oak, Mr and Mrs. Ernest Rowland quite ill and is a patient in the
and
and Daryl of LaCenter, Mr.
Fuller Gilliam Hospital in MayMrs. L. J. Williams and Dolores field.
of Paducah, Mr. and Mrs. Herschel
Bennett, Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Rowland and Marilyn, and Mr. and
CONGRATULATIONS
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor.
Kenton County is celebrating
Mr and Mrs. Roy Emerson the 118th year of its official exisvisited their son and family. Mr. tence this year. One of the smalland Mrs. Robert Emerson and est counties in the Commonwealth
Bob of Newb.-rn Friday night and in area. Kenton's principal city.
Saturday.
Covington, is the second largest
the State. Kenton has a long
in
the
Mrs. Heath was called to
illustrious history, extending
and
bedside of her daughter, Mrs. Ted
for years prior to its official
Francis of near Lynnville Sunday establishment in 1840. Molly
Mrs. Francis has been ill several Pitcher of Revolutionary War
months and her conditiur is no
fame moved here with het'second
better.
husband not long after the close
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates of the war.

• DUKEDOM RT. 2

FROM THE FILES:—
-

Turning Back The Clock-March 11, ME
Mrs. Bob White was hostess to
her Thursday bridge club, with
two tables of members present.
High score prize was won by
Mrs. G. J. Willingham.
Members of the Fulton School
Board, and their wives were entertained last Thursday night at
the high school by members of
the Home Economics class, with
Miss Mary Whitlow. instructor, in
charge. Those present were: Supt.
J. 0. Lewis and wife, Mr. and
Mrs. Smith Atkins, Mr. and Mrs.
Vodie Hardin, Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt
Moore, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Duley,
and Paul Hornbesk. Assisting
Miss Whitlow were Misses Elizabeth Allen, Kathleen Winter,
Annie Laurie Burnett, Anita
Gholson, Cora Belle McKenzie,
Bonnie Lou Leip, Anita Pewitt,
Joy Watts, Morene Taylor,
Dorothy Swiggast and Winna
Frances Price.
The Lions Clul, voted to aid
in selling tickets for the banquet
to be given at Cayce to raise
funds for a memorial to Casey
Jones.

Miss Kathryn Taylor was hostess to the Dutch Supper club last
Thursday night. Games were enjoyed during the evening.
Roy Qualls and Miss Montez
Milan were married at Futon Saturday night. The groom is the
son of John Qualls while the
bride is the charming daughter
of Mrs. Stella Nanney. Their
friends offer hearty congratulations.

THE FULTON COT:MITT NEWS
Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
In 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
_IMO Office Box 485

Fulton, Kerstuelrs

Pubibthed Every Thursday of The Year
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publisherx
A mernher of the Kentucky Press Assoelation
A member of the Fulani County Farm Bureau
Subscription Rates $200 per yesr in Fulton,
Hickman. Graves Costnties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn., Elsewhere
throughout the United States $3 00 per year.
Entered as second class matter June 21, IOU
at the Post office at Fulton. Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March. WO.

Thursdv. March 6, 1958

enough.
IN THE COURSE OF OUR HISTORY we have met grave challenges
in war and have never failed to fight
through to victory. The qualities that
made possible these victories are
moral. They can only be explained in
terms of the religious traditions that
impel us to adopt as our national motto: In God We Trust.
I do not see how any believer in
God and in the dignity of man can
falter in the struggle that faces us.
Communism is totally opposed to all
that we believe and cherish.
WE BELIEVE in the spirit of man;
they treat man as a machine. We believe in justice and the moral law;
they believe in force alone. We preach
love and forgiveness; theirs is a message of hatred.
To the religious person, every man
is sacred, because each human being
has been created by a loving God. To
the Communist his fellow man is but
a tool to be used in the effort to seek
total power.
These qualities of the spirit give us
confidence for the future. We have
proved in two great World Wars our
military strength. We have unequalled economic power. We have full
trust in the ability of our scientists
and engineers.
BUT, ABOVE ALL, we count on
the unshakable faith of our people
that Almighty God will help us in
our needs. Without this wealth and
technology would be nothing. Indeed
we would face the danger that luxury
would make us soft and that technical strength would make us blindly
overconfident.
A sincere spirit of sacrifice and a
humble faith in Divine Providence
will be Anierca's secret weapons in
her battle against Communist aggression.

. if you need
Why sure .
money, if things are going badly
and look worse, just apply to
Congress. They'll be glad to dip
down and come up with several
billions.
What's more, don't suggest it;
DEMAND it.
It's very important that you
operate at 100% capacity, and if
11 billion won't do it, ask for 11
trillion.
How stupid can you get. What
kind of a race of star-gazers
have we developed in Washington
during the past 18 years of
plenty?
One thing is for sure; when
they fall to earth one of these
days, the thud will be loud enough
to be heard all around the nation.
H. C. Carlisle, 504 Gholson
Street in Fulton, who has been a
subscriber of the News since its
beginnings back In the days of
Eph and Jim Dawes, was in the
office this week to renew his subscription, and told us that he
wouldn't be without it.
Thanks, Mr. Carlisle. We were
obliged to notify about 200 other
subscribers this week that their
"time" was here for renewal, and
we hope they all feel exactly as

Union Citians were much used
to a long white fence on South
First street behind Bennett's poolroom. It was high, and it had
been there for years, and it was
a part of the downtown business
district just like anything else.
Last week a strong wind blew
the fence down, and the toWn
was shocked by what was revealed.
There in plain sight stood a
dilapidated outhouse surrounded
by the biggest array of weeds and
junk imaginable.
On account of a lack of privacy,
its use was discontinued until the
fence was uprighted.
Noticed this week that W W.
McKelvey, former manager of the
U-Tote-Em Store in Martin, who
transferred to Fulton to run the
store here awhile, and then took
over the Fulton News Stand, is
now back as manager of U-ToteEm in Martin again.
Come see us once in a while,
Mac!
Haven't heard much out of local
oil drilling operations ever since
the first rumor that oil had been
found in "commercial quantities"
sometime last month Drove out
to the well last week after the
grass fire that came close to getting the Wade home out in that
neighborhood, but that crew
won't say nuthin'.
Apparently, oil operations in at
least some West Kentucky counties are important financial operations, as we would judge from
the following news item, noticed
last week:
"Oil production In Daviess
County (Owensboro is county
seat) hit record in 1957 with
1,606,303 barrels, up 42,210 over
previous year. Total oil income
for 1957 was $5,020,752, almost
Vi million above 1956. Higher
crude prices aided revenue with
average of $3.14 per barrel against
$2.86 year before. Daviess is rich•
er by $50,207.53 in taxes."
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Fulton students attending University of Ky. are: Jane Lewis,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. 0.
Lewis, Curtis Hancock.. son of Mr.
and Mrs. S. E. Ham-0.A; William
P. Burnett, son of Mr. and Mrs.
C. N. Burnett; Eleanor Jones,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. J. L.
Jones; Naylor Burnett, son of
Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Burnett; Edith
turnett, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
C. N. Burnett, and many others.

you do, we hope.
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Was .soinew hat amused this
week to receiVe through the mail
a big flashy red, white, and blue
"News Flash" letter (publicity)
from the American Road Builders'
Association in Washington, D. C.
The Association explained in
big black type that its equipment manufacturers are cutting
back to 60% of capacity and .its
highway contractor members are
operating at 44,1, of capacity.
To counteract this sluggishness
in its ranks it comes up with the
wonderful solution: "Ask Congress to appropriate eleven billion
, more dollars for highway construction, NOW . . . and 'it was
right emphatic about it.

Mr am
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SERMONRTTE OF THE WEEK

By Richard Nixon, the Vice
President of the United States
Adapted from my speech on
November 24, 1957
THE KHRUSCHEV MANIFESTO
issued recently in Moscow laid down
a blunt challenge which the Free
World cannot and will not ignore.
The Communist declared their intention of launching an immediate,
massive non-military offensive aimed
at the overthrow of all free governments. If we are to meet this challenge successfully, a spirit of sacrifice
and faith is absolutely essential.
THERE MUST BE ECONOMIC
SACRIFICE. Even if we did not increase our spending for defense, both
military and economic, the constant
carrying of a heavy burden of taxes
means sacrifice. It means that our
living standards will not rise as rapidly as we would desire. It means the
giving up of luxuries that otherwise
might be ours.
We must, then, be ready and willing to sacrifice our own personal comforts for the common good of the
Free World. But sacrifice alone is not

Ems

Go All-Electric
Laundry .
in your Automatic Home

The homemakers who broadcast from WPAD at Paducah
Monday from this community
were Mr.; Rry Phari3, Mrs Wesley Beard. Mrs. Russel Bodkman,
Mrs Albert Bard, Mrs. Linward
Pharis and Mrs. Roy Howell.

Faith And Sacrifice Needed To Fight Communism

•PLE

Dry clothes clean as
you wash em with a

SPACE-SAVING
COMBINATION
Electric Washer-Dryer
What a boon to families where space is a
problem. Two wonderful appliances in one
space-saving unit. Work-saver, too. Just load
soiled clothes ... set the dial . . . and take 'em
out sparkling clean, ready for ironing or puffin.
;

away.
N. flames ... too from. ao yellow, yew clothes ...
Itsepe tobites folios mod colors tioty•c-rigbi.
No excessive heat—just "clean as electric
light" heat that keeps white clothes white and
colored clothes bright 'n beautiful. Modern electric washing and drying are gentle too . . .
treat towels, even miracle fabrics kindly. Make
clothes last longer.

So Modem

— Choose the space-saving combination electric washer-dryer
or separate electric laundry units.

Live Better ...
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family of Chicago, Mr. Hicks of
Huntingdon, Tenn. and Mr. Abe
Mrs. Charles Lowe • Tucker of Bath Staring,
Tenn.
were Sunday night supper guests
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Tucker and of Mr. and Mrs. John Smith.
Mrs. Mattie Rogers, Mrs. Jack
Lose and Miss Roberta DeMyer
are still on the sick list.
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Chestnut Glade School
- ABBITAL I Announces Honor Roll
Morrison princi' DP2T. palMrs.of Mignone
GENERAL CUSTER
Chestnut Glade School

Mrs. Fred Murphree of Decator
Ala. was a visitor here Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alford of
Dyersburg visited Mrs. Alford's
mother, Mrs. Mattie Rogers Satarday.
Ernest Love made a business
'rip to Memphis Wednesday.
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ITS A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Watson,
Fulton are the proud parents of
s six pound, 10 ounce girl, born
Feb. 25, at 4:45 p. m. at Fulton
Hospital.

Mrs. Bill Freeman of Flint,
Mich. who is visiting here spent
Suaday night in Sharon Tenn.

422 Lake St
soots Kv
Phmtr 4911

MS
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Mr. and Mrs James H. Smith
.,f Union City are the proud parents of a - nine and one-half
pound boy, March 1 at the Obion
County General Hospital. The
baby was named Kenneth Michael.
Mrs. Smith is the former Norma Phillips, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. M. D. Phillips of Fulton.

Win A New
RCA COLOR TV
in 'Color The Peacock'
Contest
Nothing to buy—just come by and see the wonderful new RCA Color Television, and then color
the Peacock. You may win a new RCA Color
Television, FREE. Children 12 and under.

Wood & Pruitt TV Service
MAIN STREET

PHONE 211

WORKING IN SCENERY FOR SENIOR PLAY: Mr.
Robertson, aided by James Warren, are hard at work
this week on background scenery for the annual senior IT'S A GIRL
play. The project is being undertaken k)57 the school
Mr. and Mrs. Don Braswell are
shop class. (Photo courtesy FHS "Kennel").
the proud parents of a seven

Up-TO-Date Building Code
Can Help Community Growth

pound, six ounce girl, Dawna
Louise, born Feb. 28 at 4:57 p.
m at Fulton Hospital. ,
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for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
PHONE 201
FULTON

the

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
South FutIon

201 Central Ave.

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE :.CENCY

mattress sets higher than Pikes Peat cams this waist

Prestonegla
FOAMEX©

VALUE

NOW ONLY

$4.
0

4
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MassProduction Nue

•

Limited Quantity
• Sturdy metal rack
• Tempered steel
blades
• U.L tested

• Shockproof unbreakable
handles
• Phillips and mechanics
• Magnetized

a
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Mr. and Mrs. James Kimberlin
of Florence, Ala. are the proud
An up-to-date, well-administer- igets enthusiastic support
from parents
of a son, born Feb. 16 at
ed building code can bring new I bankers, real-estate men, town
of- 8:30 p.
m. The baby weighed six
life to a community, Stuart Chase ficials and insurance
people—in and one-half
pounds. Mr. -Kimberwrites in the February Reader's !addition ta homeowners.
Digest.
In the article, "How Up-to-Date lin is formerly of Fulton and the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Karl KimberBy freeing builders to use the Is Your Town's Building Code?" lin of this city.
Chase
reports
that
authorities
in
new structural materials and
techniques, it cuts construction , at least 30 states and 25 foreign
LIVESTOCK CLINIC
countries
are studying ways to
costs. It gives architects, engineers
make
their
requirement
s
simpler
The
Third Annual Livestock
and builders freedom to exercise
and more flexible. An outdated Marketing 'Clinic for
Graves,
ingenuity and creativeness. Be- code, or
one controlled by special Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman, and
cause it tends to check deprecia- interests
may mean deterioration, Fulton County Farmers will be
tion and rai,e property value, it even disaster;
a flexible one can held next Thursday, February
lepd to orderly development of a 20th, with the discussion
program
commu ity even during a popu- beginning at the Agricultural
lation boom.
Center at 10:00 a. m. while the
The mcst successful experiment afternoon program will be at the
along these lines, Chase says, has Reelfoot Packing Company at
been worked out by the state of Union City, Tennessee.
New York. It is of the performance type: that is, instead of '
RUPTURE
specifying what kind of roofing
The Sensational New Invention
or shingle must be used, for in
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
stance, it tells the builder what
No Belts — No Straps —
his roof must do: survive for 20
years without repair. He may use
No Odots
any material which will' meet
City Drug Co., Fulton
that requirement.
New Jersey, North Carolina,
Massachuestts and Connecticut,
de
among others, are experimenting
with such forward-looking performance codes, but none carries
From a mountain of FOAM-LATEX
the idea as far as New York has
done.
The New York code is purely voluntary; any town in the
state may adopt it by local vote
(250 have done so, so far) with
inspection fees and penalties for
noncompliance set locally. A field
agent service is provided to help
local officials; but the agents
never step into the local scene
as policemen.
Requests, about the New York
code have come from two dozen
foreign countries, including Communist Poland. This, says the
Digest, marks the first penetration of the Iron Curtain on the
housing front.
The article is condensed from
the National Municipal Review.
The author lives in Georgetown,
Connecticut.
2-piece

SCREW DRIVER
•
SET

all

6th Grade: Suzanne Rogers,
Judy Oliver, FaiiTa Finch; 7th
Grade: Brenda Wheat, A.dell Gibson, Betty Wilson; 8th Grade:
Sherry Wade, Beverly Stewart,
Jimmy Barber, Kenneth Allen,
Donnie Forrester.

!

IT'S A BOY

B.EGoodric
10

Gen. George Custer lived next
presents the following on the
door to the Brown-Pusey ComHonor Roll for the past six weeks.
munity House in Elizabethtown
3rd Grade: Paula Howard, (1871-73) while writing "My Life
Brenda Doughty, Gary Roach; on the Plains."
4th Grade: Linda Nanney, Larry
Parrish; 5th Grade: Paula Nanney, We have complete stocks
Nancy Allen, Gary Jones.

• Non-inflammable

Lie A SCREWDRIVER FOR EVERY JOB 1111

NYLON SAFETY
at a new low price
Deluxe Nylon
UM
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6.70-15
7.10-15

1995.
22.110

7.60-15

24.95

23.25
2.5.45
27.40
31.05

L00-15

21.40

Serta-Ease* sleep set with buoyantliftstone FOAMEX ©
-• Needy
4000 feel
higher than

-

MISS TAX Mil•
111111111101111/111 ale

FULTON, KY.
216 CHURCH STREET
PHONE 389

B.EGoodrich Tires

Pikes Peak

March -7: Billy Covey. Harry

B. Elliott; March 8: W. Z. Cash,
Warren C. Graham, Mrs. John
Cavender, Richard Locke, Mrs.
Harvey Maddox; March 9: Christine Batts, Wayne Napier, Charles
Sevier, Carbilene Bolin, Don Sensing, Jimmy Allen, Mr. G. G.
Bard, Gus B. Farmer; March 10:
Harold Sills, E. M. Baker, Burt
Grenell, Nancy Holland; March
11: Lillian Cook Cate, Mrs. R. V.
Putnam, Jr.; March 12: Mrs. T.
J. Kramer, Sr., Mrs. J. B. Cequin;
March 13: James Hyland, Gayle
Kimbel, Micheal Homi-a, Mrs.
Allen Jones, Mrs. Sallie Cavender, Mrs. S. B. Estes.
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ADVERTISING KENTUCKY

Charlie Scales Stores
MARTIN, TENN.
315 LINDELL
PHONE 404

'1'4114141,1

The State Department of Public Relations will tell the 100,000
visitors expected at the giant
Sports, Boat and Travel Show at
Louisville March 2-9 of the Commonwealth's multitude of vacation attractions. The department,
which will have ki booth at the
extravaganza, hopes that some of
the thousands who come to view
the boats and other sports equipment on display will realize that
KentuCky offers plenty of facilities for use of these items of recreation. Heavyweight Champion
Rocky Marciano Will be master of
csremoilies of the exhibiti an presenting many spe:-ts hampions
at the Fairgrounds Arena.

LIFE

tor dis pally!
For a limited time, we bring you an amazing mass produotion value in highest quality bedding material made possible only by Serta and Firestone's mass production methods.
There is obvious quality in every detail of this Serta-Ease
Foamex sleep set. Examine ever) detail.. . compare wits
other latex bedding price-tagged much higher. This SAVIII
the difference. But hurry—quantities are limited.

Limited Time Only...Come Right in!

Bennett Electric and Furniture Company
WALNUT STREET

FULTON

PHONE 201

ris Pirtle, Kirby Hood -and Mrs.
Homer Ferguson all of Fulton.
By d'Alessio
Fulton Hospital:
Mrs. Dorothy Parnell, Hickman;
The following were patients in
Jones, Hickman; Mrs.
The Cooking School that is be- the local hospitals Wednesday Mrs. Sam
Ern Griffin, Martin; !Herbert
ing held each Thursday at the morning, March 5.
Shadwick, Clinton; has. Joe
Ky. Utilities Co. conducted by Jones Hospital:
Jones, Arlington; Mrs. Frank
Mrs.
and
Mrs. Robert Thompson,
Mrs. G. A. Thomas, Water ValHickman; William F.
Robert Holland, has created a ley; Mrs. E. A. Stowe, Palmers- Mooney,
Mrs. T. 0. CarWingo;
Wallef,
By Mary Nelle Wright
lot of interest. They have had vile; Mrs. H. B. Houston, Mrs.
moo, Dukedom; Mrs. Mamie Belgood attendance.
Curtis Lovelace, Mrs. Emmett lew, Crutchfield; Guy Yates,
Hear Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair Lady" every
Knighton, Mrs. Margaret Brown,
Water Valley; Mr. and Mrs. Edd
The next school will be ThursMr. Gus Browder, Mrs. Betty
Friday.
through
Monday
a.m.,
9:30
at
day on WFUL
Watts, Wingo; Luther Picken,
day, March 6, at 3 o'clock. A
Williams, M. C. Johnson, Mrs. S. Water Valley; George Lawrence,
most helpful lesson Salads are L.
Craver, Mrs. E. W. Bethel, Water valley; Debbie Grissom,
being planned. Some very unique
Wardel Brashears, Mrs. Sam Water Valley; Mrs. Della Coleserved.
be
to
are
planned
salads
'Tis the busiest of the BUSY ones that Your Lovin'
Hibbs and W. A. Bethel all of man, Mayfield; R. E. Taylor, Mrs.
Pie making is the next lesson Fulton.
Diarist.has been this week—what with the Community
Vester Freeman, Mrs. Mike Fry,
and the last lesson is open so if Hillview Hospital:
Mrs. J. T. Travis, Gip McDade,
Club Awards Campaign taking PRECEDENCE in this
Janice Vaughn, Wingo; Mrs.
any one of you are having any
B. B. Stephenson, Gertrude
REto
way
nice
a
poor scribe's life. However—its such
trouble . with your cooking you Grace Nolen, •Union City; Tom Brooks, Earnest Boston, Mrs. Matt
Ishan
Mrs.
throughou
Martin;
friends
Winston,
MANY
our
can ask for that to be one of the
NEW acquaintances with
tie Johnson, W. F. Clark, Earl
Mathis, Martin; Bill Campbell, Phillips, C. W. Burrow, Mrs. Don
next lessons.
the Ken-Tenn area. Each morning my desk at the radio
Paducah; Ronald Lynn Clark, Braswell and baby, Mrs. R. V.
The public is invited.
station holds invitations to attend club meetings to
Water Valley; Kenneth Jackson, Putnam, Sr., Mrs. John WilkerJames W. Hood, Mrs. Larry Car- son and Raymond Gambill, all of.
BREIF the members as to the plan for C. C. A.
ter, Dottie Harrison, Mr. Tom
Then—in my SPARE time for the past three weeks
Fulton.
Jolley, Ernest Palmer, Mrs. Raythe
of
history
the
I have been writing a skit depicling
Emmett
Mrs.
mond Hutcnen,
Connor, Mrs. Ada Ross, L. G. Seeking business-building clues?
Fulton Woman's Club which I shall present at the open
Moody, Miss Mamie Stephens, Use more strong ads in The
meeting of the club Friday afternoon. But it has been
News.
A total of 158 University of Mrs. Clarence Stunson, Mrs. Harsuch fun—and I have enjoyed the association and the
pledged
were
students
Kentucky
help that I have had from so many of the ladies who
"That's the machine you'll replace, Miss Chatfield!"
to fraternities and sororities durare charter members of our club. Sometimes we live
ing the second semester rush
pledin such a constant RUSH—that we fail to realize what Joanne and Steve. We are EAG- on "Coaches Corner" a TV fea- period. Twenty fraternities
sororities
six
and
men
131
ged
club
and
libraty
wonderful
• We will clean them in your home or at our plant.
a privilege it is to have a
ERLY awaiting NEWS from him ture from WPSD-TV Paducah pledged 27 women.
clubs
FEW
night.
how
of
Monday
think
a
we
had
When
he
* Let us make you; rugs and carpets as fresh and
and we're HOPING
home such as ours.
Jere Pigue of Fulton was pledHIMSELF!
by
should
really
flight—all
GOOD
we
Epsilon
e—then
Alpha
Sigma
fortunat
the
so
to
ged
clean as the day you got them!
are
in Kentucky
at the Lawson
and
days
GAY
fraternity.
'Tis
Beard
VISION
istine
the
Chi
that
time
had
Each
who
those
to
•
moth-proofing included.
off"
Free
"hats
take our
Ropers at their West Street home
(Mrs. .Char(es) visits in
service
*
Two-day
the"COURAGE to make a lovely club home possible since their three little grand- Schanck
Sunday
Go to Church
Fulton I try to find a time to go
for all of us. Let's make Friday a day of RE-DEDICA- daughters, Becky, Susan and by to see her—and how sorry I
their parents, am that she was a visitor here
Christine Batts was the MOST
TION to the Woman's Club by being there when the Nancy arrived with Jim
Hart the last week and that I didn't get surprised one Tuesday afternoon
Ann and
Elizabeth
o'clock.
3
meeting begins at
Phone 906 for details
past weekend. The Hart family to see her. She has returned to —it was this 'a way: She is Den
Fulton, Ky.
is on duty with lives in Jefferson City, Missouri her home in Washington after Mother for Den 5 Cub Scouts and
he
where
ginia
way
my
came
story
FUNNY
A
—and it concerns two of my the U. S. Navy, Joan and Steve and as Jim had business that visiting with her aunt, Mrs. Will had planned to have the meeting
FAVORITE little friends. ELLA and ROBERT left via plane from brought him our way—the family Beard on Carr Street. Mrs. Eliza- at her house as usual—but "her
DOYLE and SUSAN McDANIEL, the Union City Airport last Fri- decided to come along for a visit. beth Browning of Memphis was boys" insisted that they go out
who are—without a doubt, two day afternoon. Their route took Jim will be away all week but also a guest in the Beard home to William Earle and Jackie
Long's at their home in Pierce
of the most INTERESTING and them to Memphis where they will return to Fulton for the over the weekend.
where they could ride ponies.
most RESOURCEFUL teenagers would board an EASTERN for weekend. Elizabeth Ann and the
took the Cubs, Corky
Christine
that I have ever known! Life Washington—then on to Norfolk girls .will remain for another
Congratulations to Janice
Stinnett, Tony Taylor, Tommy
NEVER holds a dull moment for .
Well, as you remember—last week.
and
of
Mr.
daughter
Downey,
Graham
Don and Mildred
Toon, Charles McMorries, David
those two. If they aren't writing Friday was a BLUSTERY day—
Mrs. N. J. Shepherd of Route' 1,
the great American novel—they're but Joanne, Steve and ROBERT Campbell spent a few days with Fulton, who was recentlj initiat- Long and her own son, Andy, out
doing things equally as interest- were safely on their way—we the Thomas Maddox family on ed into membership of Sigma to the Long home and as soon
ing. Well, the story is this—for THOUGHT. About 5 o'clock that Third Street last week. They left Kappa social sorority at Larributh as they arrived—each Cub Scout
the past three weeks Ella and afternoon Edra Earle Hilliard, Saturday for an ever so 4elight- College in Jackson, Tenn. Janice RAN into the house with the
speed of SPUTNIK. And the
Susan (who are two of the "Quiz Joanne's mother, received a CALL ful trip to New Orleans—then a is a
member of the freshman class
Kids" on 21 Questions radio pro- from Memphis. Joanne called to cruise to places in Panama. They at Lambuth and is very active in 'NICEST thing HAPPENED—As
•
•
gram) have talked ,constantly of say that FLIGHT to Washington will come back to Fulton for a all college and sorority functions. Christine opened the door all of
month.
the
last
of
the
visit
trip
longer
this
around
And
her boys had gathered
a trip to Memphis.
had been cancelled due to weath•
the dining room table which was
would serve a dual purpose—to er conditions and she and Steve
GO-Day Guarantee
Binford,
Fall
to
Congratulations
see the wonderful selection of were at the Holiday Inn in MemHow happy we -are that Jackie centered with a beautiful BIRTHcostumes for milady to be worn phis. Now, I'm SURE you're won- daughter of Bob and Susye Bin- Edwards was chosen May Queen DAY CAKE decorated in the
•
•
•
at the EASTER PARADE, and— dering what I'm leading up to— ford alf Birmingham, Alabama. at Memphis State last week. This scout colors of BLUE AND
Alanama
at
freshman
the
a
at
is
Fall
Follies
imagine
Ice
well
to attend the
the BIG problem in the Baird
is one of the most coveted honors GOLD! You may
Auditorium. In fact, the whole family was ROBERT. You see, Polytechnic Institute at Auburn, to be given to the FAIRER sex how surprised she was—and how
to
elected
recently
trip would be a GALA occasion. ROBERT has been in the family Ala. and was
at the university. Jackie has been HAPPY. Her chair at the table
They left our dear ole town in LONGER than Steve and he is a the office of treasurer of the very outstanding during the past was also decorated in the Cub
the wee small hours Sattidy VERY important member of the Women's Student Government three years. She is a junior and Scout colors and her place at the
morn—via rail on the I. C. and family. Before they left . . . Association on the campus. Fall is majoring Its physical education. table held a BIG box of candy
Phone 35
arrived at a reasonable hour in Joanne took him to the vet . . . is the granddaughter of Mrs. She is a member of Alpha Delta signed: "Happy Birthday! from
207 Church Street
the fair city. You may know that gave him every kind of VITAMIN, Ernest Fall of Fulton.
Pi social sorority and.'holds the YOUR BOYS!" (You didn't tell
these two spent HOURS—drool- shot and TRANQUILIZERS in
office of corresponding secretary us your age, Chris—but that's
Mrs. Don Hill, Mrs. Mace Mc- in the sorority.
ALRIGHT!)
ing over the new "Sack" look— preparation for his journey . . .
elMau.
and what fun they had MODEL- because, after all he would have Dade, Mrs. Monroe Luther and
Wednesspent
Baird
one
Horton
In
Mrs.
hats.
ING dresses, suits,
to ride in a CRATE — and
of the lovelier shops Ella "call- Joanne knew he wouldn't be very day with relatives in Jackson,
ed forth" her DRAMATIC ability HAPPY about it. The SAD news Tennessee.
when she saw the PRICE of a is that ROBERT was SIDEWe were certainly delighted to
suit the saleslady had urged her TRACKED in some place around
to try on. Because it seems that the Memphis Airport—and didn't see Coach Charlie Thomas of the
it was just a bit over Ella's suit have SPACE on the flight with Fulton High Bulldogs as a gut
budget—the price $179.95! Ella
relieved herself of any obligation
with a great deal of FINESSE.
How I should have LOVED seeing THAT!
After the day's shopping our
The most exciting attraction
two friends went to their hotel
room to rest and to be BEAUTIour town has ever seen!
Gorgeous
FUL for the evening's perforFrench
mance. Now, mind you, these fair
ladies had BOX SEATS for the
Flower
Follies—EVERYTHING was just
Girl
PERFECT! 'Tls a SHAME that I
All Dolls
have to tell you this—and I am
RELUCTANT to do so—My little
f-figb
8friends were a WEEK too EAGER
never
had
Follies
—the Ice
PLANNED to show LAST week
—but THIS week! But—a WISE
sage once said, "The EARLY bird
catches the WORM."
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THESE WOMEN

Local Cooking School
Is Well Attended

HOSPITAL NEWS

Diary of Doin's

Pique Pledges
SAE Al U. K.

RUG CLEANING SERVICE

A-1 DRY CLEANERS

SPEtIAL PRICES
ON RECONDITIONED
ELECTRIC RANGES

EXCHAIIIIE 111111111TIME CO.

Free Parking

IT'S TREMENDOUS!

Memphis put the HEX on two
other Fultonians this week, too—
in fact, members of mY OWN
family, Joanne and Steve Baird
—and ROBERT Baird (Wire
Haired Terrier). You remember
that Dr. Danny left Fulton several weeks ago for Norfolk, Vir-

The picture that's the talk of the nation
In the great tradition of Civil War romance]
PA-0•M r9rSENT5 IN MGM CAMERA 65

MONTGOMERY curr
ELIZABETH TAYLOR
EVA MARIE SAINT.
IgIUNTREE COUNTY
codwv. NIGEL PATRICK • LEE MARVIN
BOO TAYLOR • AGNES 1100R(PEAD • WALTER ABEL • JAWIA LEWIS
TOIL ORME • Screen Flay by MILLARD KAUKO dew* Producer
basa ori tbs Rail t, ha loin.," A • him by TICWICOtOt•
WNW* EDWARD DITTIES • Produced by WM tied
As 11-0-11 Pniun

Lot For The
Customers of
Pipeline and J.
L. Grooms and
Sons ... located
Behind
Baldrige's
•
GILLETTE
TIRES
$1.00
Down
$1.00
Per Week

BEAUTIFUL DOLLS
LANDS
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TREASURES AT
LOW COST
Choice of 26 DOLLS
ITS EASY . . Just Ask At
tendant for card . . . Have
him punch it as you buy pas
. , (Until 50 Kallons have
been purchased) . . . Then
present card and gar for the
doll of your choke!

AUTHENTICALLY DRESSED AND HAVE
•
*
*
*

Movable Eyes, Head and Arms
Unbreakable Plastic Body
Gleaming Life-Like Hair
Are Beautifully Packaged in
Special "Showcase" Gift Box

..• F
Una

FU LTON

Maele Whip
SALAD DRESSING

Starting Friday For 7
Days . . . Continuous
Showing Each Day

SATURDAY BOXOFFICE OPENS AT 11 A. M.:
SUNDAY, 1:15 P. M.; WEEK DAYS, 2:00 P. M.

Pipe Line Service Station
LAKE STREET ONLY'!
)

SPO
HEA
SPR
A

-and Mrs.
Fulton.

NOTEBOOK-

rctynsdr 's Cherry Pie!

Contznued

/TOM

Puce One

the time.
,Hickman;
num; Mrs.
erbert
Joe
rs. Frank
llifliam F.
r. 0. Carlamie Belay Yates,
I Mrs. Edd
.r Picken,
Lawrence,
Grissom,
!elle Coleaylor, Mrs.
Mike Fry,
p McDade,
Gertrude
, Mrs. Mat:lark, Earl
, Mrs. Don
drs. R. V.
in Wilkeribill, all of

One thing is for sure . . and
that is that nearly 6000 women
will be shopping for all items
from a needle to an automobile
and you can bet your rock bottom dollar that if the price is
right she'll be buying it from
one of the merchants participating in WFUL's Community Club
Awards program.

C

bert R. Mills of Clinton, Ky., will
study at Edinburgh University in
Scotland. He was selected on the
basis of scholarship, leadership
ability, and interest in world affairs.
When he was in the eighth
grade at Clinton, Mills launched
a mimeographed newspaper, The
Weekly Messenger, which he (-in-

tinued until the press of other The Fulton News,
Thursday, March 6, 1958, Pap 5
activties grew too heavy in his
senior year. Hiring part-time help
RURAL-URBAN DAY
RESIGNS
and soliciting ads, he netted
around $75 a month from the venThe Fulton Rotary Club will
J S. Maddox, superintendent
ture.
be hosts to a number of farmer- of Union City Schools for the
friends next Tuesday noon at the past 11 years, has resigned to
When you're low and bleak Club's annual rural-urban lun- accept a similar job In Dyersburg.
with blues, advertise more in The cheon. An interesting program is Resignation will be effective July
News.
planned.
1st

Girl Scout Drive Ends;
$1,098.43 Collected

red cherries and snowy flaked coconut lend distinction
toe
th
hi
i iritavarian Pie. Don't wait for an "occasion" to make it . .
make it today. Once you've enchanted the family with this simple
but festive dessert, youll be sure to put the recipe in your "most
used" file under "Heavenly Desserts"!
Cherry Coconut Bavarian Pie
1 padiage cherry Savored
1 cup drained canned red
gelatin
sour cherries
1% cups hot water
VA cups tender-thin flaked
% cup(pinned cherry juice
coconut
2 teaspoons lemon juice
% cup cream, whipped
1 baked 9-Inch pie shell
Dissolve cherry fruit-flavored gelatin in hot water. Add fruit
juices. Chill until slightly thickened. Then place in bowl of ice
and water and whip with egg beater until fluffy and thick like
whipped cream. Chop 1/4 cup of cherries. Add to gelatin mixture.
Fold in % cup of the coconut and one-half the whipped cream.
Turn into cold pie shell and chill until firm. Spread with remaining whipped cream and garnish with remaining cherries and
cocoas&

ding clues?
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sh and
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Denis B. Valentine
Denis B. Valentine died Tuesday afternoon about two o'clock
at his room on Carr St.
He was born 1. eoruary 0, 1883
in Obion County. Son of T. R.
and
Mary Taylor Valentine.
Twice married both proceeded
him in deakh. The first Mrs. Valentine died in 1908 and the second
Mrs. Valentine in 1940.
He was a carpenter by trade
and lived in Fulton all his life.
He was a member of the First
Baptist Church in Fulton.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at 3 o'clock in the
Hornbeak Funeral Home Chapel
with Rev. John Laida officiating.
Burial in Fairview_ Cemetery.
Survived by one son, James W.
Valentine of Memphis. Two brothers. S N. Valentine and C. M.
Valentine of Fulton. Five grandchildren and nine great-grandchildren and a number of other
relatives in Fulton

CO.
one 35

Sewage Plant Needs
More Enlargement
Union City's $319,000 sewage
plant, completed and put in operation in October 1955, is now overloaded by 67 percent and enlargement is needed, an engineering report to City Commissioners
revealed last weekend.
Enlargements costing up to
$263,000 were suggested by the
report.
The present plant, built to treat
city sewage only, has become
heavily overloaded because of
slaughtering and packing Waste
from the Reelfoot packing plant,
the report indicated. Reelfoot just
completed a new $3-million-dollar plant last year.

$653.60
TOTAL
15 out of 15 Colored neighborhood teams
$59.11
15 out of 18 South Fulton neighborhood teams
$65.00
31 out of 31 Fulton neighborhood
teams
$210.86
$334.97
Henry I. Seigel
$15.00
$23.70
Ball Game
Seigel Employees
$5.16
$16.00
Call Backs
Morman B. Daniels Class $25.00
$25.00
Y. M. B. C.
TOTAL

TOTAL
TOTAL

Don R. Mills, a profit-making
newspaper publisher when he was
13 and now a senior in journalism
at the University of Kentucky,
has been awarded a Rotary
Foundation Fellowship for study
abroad next year.
Mills, son of Mr. and Mrs. El-

VVtit:77VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV.1
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PURE MILK COMPANY
BUT ?

Cara.md

IF

ns

SPOON IT into hot feeds
HEAT IT

for chasso sauce

SPREAD IT for snacks
A Posisoand Possess Chaos Spread

Chuck Roast

Not young immature baby
beef not grass fed range beef.
Super Right beef is selected
for superb taste and tender-

49c

BLADE

ONE HIGH QUALITY
NO CONFUSION
ONE PRICE AS
ADVERTISED

CUT

lb
'

FISH AND SEA FOOD

SwNt's

Dressed
(10-Lb.

i
Whitng
Codfish Cakes
Oysters
Fish Sticks
Ocean
Fish
.

Box
1.19
Heat'n
Eat

)2

12-0x. 439‘
1
Pkg.

Cap'n John
Extra Standard

83°.

Pt.

ork

POTATOES
Med Delicious

AppleS
Lemons

Lb.

Sugar

Liver R
FSO•d
r.al.

Lb.

Roasting....

4 to 6
Lb. Avg. I Lb.

U.S. NO. 1
IDAHO

Calif.
216 Size

A&P's Own Pure
Vegetable

dexo

SHORTENING

Peaches
Pear Halves

MESH

(

10c Off )
Reg. Price

3

Horne
giro Freestone

49°
35°
29°
49°

29-0x.

Bartlett
40-0z. In
Pkg. L7c

Ea.

3
2 for 29°

3 69'
MIX &MATCH SALE

A&P Sauce
A&P Corn rx:r.
A&P Spinach

29€

Can
Brown 2 Jar Grape Jam "a
29c
Luso., CtL -sc
Sweet Pickles Whole. Jar
.29c
Macaroni ard?"
.
"2 ....
11"
g 16-0x..2
Corn Butter Kerne160.
Kernel
3cWhole
Cana .J

41t...49,

-

Cans

NATURAL BRICK OR MUENSTER

MELMAC

SLICED
CHEESE

break -resistant
DINNERWARE

,
33

4,f t

55t
Pies
CoffeeCakeZIE-29°

35'

8-0z.
Pkg.

'r

Strawberry
or

Mild

plueberry

Stokely: Gr. Beans ....2
Stokely: Tomatoes

69'

Lb.
Con

29-0z.
Cans

lone

Deal
Jiffy Biscuit
Mix
Pack
52Pork & Beans sum Bigc..29c
Perfect
Salmon Strike
Can 45c
Chum
Sultana
Tuna Chunk Style
Cans
26449
c

Value

BAG

10 lb.

6 39 Pineapple iriLhn
39° Grapefrut
i

80-82 Size

45c

Smooth!"

I

Cured...... Lb.

Oven-Ready

.71 pkgs. 95°

SPANISH
BAR CAKE

ftPetai

4 to 9

II Lb. Avg.

Beitsv"I.
Butterball

25°

Lbs.

Turkeys
Bacon Squares
P
Chickens

JANE PARKER-ICED & SPICED

ICE CREAM

77777777V7VV7777777VVV77777777VVVV 7V 7VV 7
7V7,

Niro from the Kraft Kitchen!
aIMP

SUPER EtIGHT QUALITY BEEF

"Super Right" Is Fully
Matured Grain - Fed
Beef.

$1,098.43

Clinton UK Student
Will Study Abroad

Seek Street Improvement
For Country Club Court
Residents of the Country Club
Courts area in East Fulton submitted a petition to the Fulton
city council Monday evening seeking assistance in getting the two
principal streets in their area paved.

$109.86

Mrs. James E. Koon, and her
son and daughter spent last Saturday and Sunday with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lee Rucker, WFUL (1270 Kc.) Sunday 9:15
on West State Line.
Vaasa.
aassoastass•

Mrs. Amanda Snow died Wednesday Morning, March 5. about
1 o'clock at the Baptist hospital
In Memphis.
Mrs. Snow was born August
39, 1883 in Hickman County.
daughter of the late Thomas P.
and Mary Ann Simpson Holland.
She married Herman Snow, he
preceeded her in death several
years ago.
She was a member of the First
Methodist Church of Fulton, and
a member of Fulton City Chapter
No. 41 of order of Eastern Star.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday afternoon at 1:30 at the
Hornbeak Funeral Home Chapel.
The Rev. H. E. Russell and Charles Roe officiating. Burial will
be in Fairview Cemetery.
She is survived by one brother,
J. R. Holland, Fulton: one sister,
Mrs. Liza Huelett of Tampa, Fla.
Several nieces and nephews.

thAitiS°v16"4die age't

Cap'n John" 10-0z.

Hots Christian
Science Heals
'OVERCOMING FEAR
OF FAILURE"

VISITORS

Mrs. Amanda Snow

•

ROTARY TEAMS
(12 reported out of 12)
1-Burcham, Caldwell
$55.50
$41.50
2---1-Taylor, Anderson
3-Grisham, Huddleston
$39.00
4-Williams, Weeks ....- $159 50
5-Baird, Roe
$24.50
$42.00
6-Miller, Powell
7--Owens, Cannon
$21.10
8-G. Bushart, W. Bushart $63.00
9-Sensing, Hogan
$108.00
$35.00
10-Brady, Davis
$40.00
11-Haines
12-Thacker, Gibson
$24.50

5 PIECE
PUCE
SETTING

'39c
25c

49°
Lb. 65°

Cheese
Swiss ch.

Lb.

Cheddar

$198

Domestic

Stokely: Limas
Stokelys Ketchup

.•4 COL OP.

MIX OR MATCH

-' 25c
IV" 1t
. . .2
L 35c

Lux Liquid( 2tc:)2
Krafts Pc:a. Cheese 390
4 370
Rinso-Blue(
670 Tissue
All Detergent(
320
2 210 Pictured Knowledge
Lux Soap
Tidy Home
250
Old Dutch z:77 2 25g Only 99(
Wesson Oil(:39::750
&PACIFIC
Miracle Whip iii2ing:59€
8-01.

114

Pkg.

IC::

locoN

"t

Giant

Whit*

Or

NORTHERN Color....

Delight your family and serve delicious (Your
Brand Name) Butter Car-a-mel Ice Cream. Real
butter and smooth caramels blended into a
creamy taste treat.
ICE CREAM-THE WHOLESOME "FUN FOOD"

ASK FOR

Rolls

70 Off
)
24-0s.
Pkg.

Deal

THE LITTLE & IVES ENCYCLOPEDIA of

Pink, Blue,

Reg.

Omen, Yellow

Bare

Sandwliab

Pkg.

Bags

of flo

Volume 1 . . .only 49c
Vol. 2, 3, 4... 99c Ed.

Banded

INDEX IN VOL. 14

UM. IS Now On Sale

STILL AVAILABLE

Cane

PURE MILK COMPANY

BuT,L-Ef Caramel
ICE CREAM
At your nearby

, dealers store.

•

PRICES IN THIS AO EFFECTIVE THRU SAT.. MAR. II

TEA

GREAT4‘TLANTIC

DEPENDABLE FOOD RETAILERS SINCE 18 5 9

CERTIFIED NO. 1- ANY VARIETY

SEED POTATOES

100 LB.

$4.99
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Mrs. Jonell Taylor
Mrs. June11 Rogers Taylor of
South Fulton died at 4 Friday
morning. Feb. 28, at Hillview
Hospital, after being seriously ill
for the past three weeks. She had
been in ill health for the past
year. She was 48.
Mrs. Taylor was born April 17,
1909 in Fulton, daughter of the
late D. A. Rogers, former mayor
of South Fulton, and Mattie Olive
Rogers. She was married to Chap
Taylor of Water Valley on Dec.
25, 1940. The early part of her
married life was spent in Chisago and at •Morristown, Tenn.,
where Mr. Taylor was employed

as a traveling representative for
Continental Can Co. Later, they
moved back to Kentucky to make
their home.
Mrs. Taylor was a member of
the First Christian Church of
Fulton and was a fine Christian
individual. She always looked on
the bright side of life and her
cherry, good nature made her
many, many friends, all of whom
mourn her passing.
Besides her husband, she leaves
two suns, Morris Taylor, 18, and
Phil Taylor, 16; a brother, Buren
Rogers of Fulton; and step-mother, Mrs. Myrtle Love Rogers of
Fulton.
Services were held at the First
Christian Church Sunday afternoon at 2. The Rev. Charles Roe,
pastor, officiated. Burial, under
direction of Whitnel Funeral
Home, was in Obion County
Memorial Gardens.
were
pallbearers
Honorary
members of Mrs. Taylor's Sunday School Class.

any livestock producer.
Our first silo was cut with the
trenching machine on the farm
of Mr. Alfred Lindsey with the
cooperation of all agricultural
agencies in western Kentucky.
Since that time over 50 such silos
have been serving cattle men of
our section.

Wingo.
Mrs. Ramsey is survived by her
husband, Steve Ramsey; four
sons, Clarence Ramsey, WIngo;
Kenneth Ramsey, Mayfield; Troy
Ramsey, Gallop, New Mexico; and
James Ramsey, Anchorage,
Alaska; one sister, Mrs Lovie McAlister, Wingo; one brother, Jack
Lawrence, Hickman and four
grandchildren.

Mrs. Eninia Peeples Jones died
Thursday morning, Feb. 27, at 6
o'clock in Bloomington, Ind., at
the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Loren Buntin, where she had
made her home for the past 12
years. She was 84.
Mrs. Junes was born March 9,
1873 in Obian County, Tenn.
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Jasper Peeples. She lived in Fulton all of her life until she moved to Bloomington. Her husband,
P. T. Jones, owner of a coal coms
party here, died in 1942. She was
a member of the Church of Christ
of Fulton.
Mrs. Jones leaves besides her
daughter, Mrs. Buntin, 4hree
other daughters, Mrs. Vera Shelton of Washington, D. C., Mrs.
Ralph H. Black of Knoxville,
Tenn., and Mrs. Felix Segui of
Columbia, S. C.; a son, Sam Jones
of Fulton; a brother, Joe Peeples
of Fulton; 10 grandchildren and
20 great-grandchildren.
Services were held Saturday
afternoon at 2 at the Church of
Christ here. Bro. Charles L.
Houser of Paducah, assisted by
Bro. Oliver Cunningham of Fulton, officiated. Burial was in
Greenlea Cemetery.
Grandsons were pallbearers.
The body arrived in Fulton Friday and was at the Whitnel Funeral Horns until time for the
services

The Illinois Central Railroad recently was honored for its support
of 4-H Club work. Guy L. Noble, director of the National Committee
Vice.
of Boys and Girls Club Work, Inc., (left), presented Traffic
President E. J. Carr with the 4-H Donor Merit Award, in recognition
of the railroad's 35 years- of continuous support. Annually the railroad has awarded scholarships to 4-H Club members in states
served by the Illinois Central. At right is Paul R. Farlow, general
agricultural and forestry agent, under whose jurisdiction the youth
program falls.

If you are interested in cutting
a trench silo with this machine,
Mr. Robert Terry of Melber, Ky.,
will be happy to assist you in
your silage venture. If you would
like to see a trench silo Mr. Dave
Alexander on the Sedalia road
would be glad to show you his
silo and the cost figures. It took
silage a long time to get started,
but now, it is going very strong
and will continue to do so.

George Purfide, Hickman Negro
being held in the County jail at
Hickman on a burglary charge,
escaped on Monday. Feb. 17, by
prying open a safety door.
Purfide was recaptured last
Thursday evening in a cornfield
near the Sassafras Ridge store,
where he had fled after a report
reached the Sheriff's office in
Hickman that he was in the vicinity.
Go To CHURCH Sunday

lilt

AfTaS
A0-0 ATIC
riA:Hiff

The Police Department of Ma-tin is now equipped with twoway radio in the police cruiser
and at headquarters. The setup
is operated around the clock, 7
FAST RELIEF with
Now then, lets look at some days a week, the Weakley County
sieruaosi INRALANTI
When each minute seems
reasons why silage has boomed in Press announced last week.
like an eternity. spasms of
our section. First our need for
Bronchial asthma relieved
quickly (usually within
supplementary 'pasture in both
minute) with NEPHRON
INHALANT. Most chronic
Ramsey, 55, died
Josephine
Mrs.
summer and winter. Secondly, the
cases respond. Regardless of
Thursday morning, Feb. 27, at her
machinery folks have built more
what you have tried, you
owe it to yourself to try
Pryorsburg.
in
equipment making,
home
dependable
NEPHRON. See us for full
The body was at the Hopkins
custom work more reasonable for
particulars.
City Drug Co.; Evans
Co. and Brown Funers1 Home in
the small farmer. Next, the new
types of silos that have been made
d111111111111MarsMally
available for the livestock farmer. The trenching machine that
cuts the forms for the wall of
With JIM PRYOR
• Long Term — Low Interest
the trench silo has hastened the
aseleslasrel aswet, Mises(owendts
Bennett Electric and Farniture Co.
use of silage several hundred fold.
No appraisal fee
DON'T OVERLOOK
Phone 201
Fulton
We aslo have pre-cast concrete
Walnut St.
31S-31
SILAGE THIS YEAR
You pay only for the time that you use
bunkers and creasote treated
a permanthe money.
Within the past year or so, no timbers that will style
pocketbook of
crop has gained as much in pop- ent silo to fit the
ularity as silage. For a number of
Olin Weakley Nat'l Farm Loan Ass'n
years it has been important to
A. C. Fields. Sec-Treas
livestock producers in many parts
DUTCH MILL MOTEL
Tel 453, Union City, Tennessee
of the country, but only until reHot R • RES'T tit tNT
cently has the southern farmer
• Mashed, ha.
become so interested in silage.
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t% here The Traveler
held Thursday afternoon, Feb. 27, why silage grew in popularity as
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at 2:30 at the Hornbeak Funeral slow Flere as it did m the early
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r
Home chapel. The Rev. H. E. days of southern silage. First, our
Russell. pastor of the First Meth- growing season permits close to
year around grazing except in
odist Church, officisted.
Active palbearers were Dub years like this one when there is
Our TV repair men are trained to
Johnson, Claude Williams, Roper little to graze. Next, most of our
service ever standard set. Call
Complete the
Fields, Abe Thompson, Robert farms are too small to afford costus for dependable service.
ot henries oda:
Thompson and Clyde Williams, ly ensilage machinery. Then the Fur all maia-s
Visit siur Hearing Ala Depart
Jr.
silo itself was too expensive for
opp.rrtuntes.
nerd st solo'
Honorary pallbearers were John the average size farm. Now cornThompson, Ed Thompson, Al C. bine these factors and it is easy
CtTY
Phcne 307
306 Main Street
Clements, C. P. Williams, Dud- to see just why silage has been
VhibIll• le
iali Lake Street
ley Henderson, -George Finch, slow to take hold in our area.
Eddie Bushart and Charlie Stallins.
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I FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS

FOR A BETTER DEAL
On A Better Appliance
AT
SEE

Call Us For The Finest
In Television Service

Roper Television

DRUG CO

STARTS FRIDAY, March 14: 7 BIG DAYS!
WALT Disancv
DrlY kblii;FESS PM
TamiesnloatisPIP•

Mrs. Janie Schultz LaLane, 84,
of Mayfield Route 5, died at 9 p.
m. Friday. Feb. 28, at the May•
field Hospital.
She is survived by her husband, Jae LaLane of Cedar Rapids, Iowa; five sons, Carmon
Schultz of Mayfield, Route 5,
Carl Grooms, Charles Grooms,
and Walter Grooms, all of Mayfield and Toy Grooms of Tri City;
three daughters, Mrs. Frank McKinney of Mayfield Route 5, Mrs.
Mott Gamble of Fulton Route 5
and Mrs. Collin Tarver of Hickman Route 3; 39 grandchildren
and 25 great-grandchildren.
Funeral services were held at
2:30 p. m. Sunday at' Roberts
Funeral Home, with the Rev.
Wayne Owen officiating. Burial
was in Young Cemetery near Tri
City.
Go to Church Sunday

DO"i0P" JOBS

ROOFING SERVICE
Many Kentucky farmers
have proved for themselves
that Embro Hybrids are top
producers. Embro research
has produced a number of
hybrids adapted to Kentucky
, conditions. Let the Embro
Hybrid best suited to your
farm increase your profits
through greater yields.

CHOOSE FROM THLSE
HYASTDS
EktBR0 34
best for fertile *ells
EMRRO MP
beat •II-!Nurses.. type

a beautiful new room"
hi just one day with

EMBRO 13
best obrolch-roaturing, all wails
X1411110 101
boot lea oomilag.
F-MT11.0 110W
Lest white, all soils
Ales U.S 13 • KEVTUCKY

1113

Your Embro dealer will
gladly advise you. See
him for free literature
and information.

• gamy to apply
• One gallon does rne
average room
• Guaranteed washable
• Dries in one hour
• Latest colors

ROOFING
Re - Roofing
Roof Repairs
Commercial Roofing
PAY AS YOU USE: FHA-APPROVED LOANS ARE
AVAILABLE TO SPREAD THE COST OUT OVER
18 OR 24 OR 36 MONTHS. LET US SHOW YOU.

Spring is just around the corner and it's time
to repair the damage winter has probably caused to
your roof Let us inspect it today!
• Free Inspections
Made
• Free Estimates
Given

Our company has a reputation for integrit3 ... we
give honest estimates, use only the finest materials
and never cut corners In workmanship. Let us prove
it to you . . . give us • call right away.

See our complete line of
wallpaper and accessories!

HYBRID SEED CORN

FULTON ROOFING AND INSULATION COMPANY
Phones 557 — 1885 — 1686 — 1126-M-2 — 2431, Cayce
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• check-up. The many friends life here, born to parents Joe
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end.
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Kentucky Historical Society
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Mrs. Frields leaves to mourn
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in Adair's political career: He
that are sown in cover crops. No late Luney Frields early Friday
Clarice Bondurant •
was elected Speaker of the
buildings are in danger at the morning at her home with childHouse, and Adair County was
Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson who
formed and named in his honor.
have both been patients In the
with
connection
His well-known
Clinton hospital for the last two
Aaron Burr in 1805, though not weeks are now at home improvof a treasonous natiire, was held ing nicely. We are glad to welas such by the public. When he come them home.
failed to be elected to the United
Mr. and Mrs Earl Holdman
State Senate in 1808, Adair's pol- and family of Paducah KY. were
Sunday guests of Mrs. Ella Holly
and Mr. Sam Burns.
Plinday dinner guests of Mrs.
Union City 'Highway
Dalide Bondurant and Clarice
were: Rev and Mrs. Don AlexSAT-SUN.. MARCH 8-9
ander and Mr. and Mrs. Mal(Starts at 7:00 — 8A5)
colm Inman.
THE KING AND 4 QUEENS
With Clark Gable
Mrs. E. W. Bethel of Fulton
spent last week at the home of
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Accurato
Allen. She has been real sick and
returned to Jones Clinic in Fulton
WORKMANSHIP
Saturday for a check up, We
At Low Cost hope
she has a speedy recovery.
watches. Cloths and Time
Mr. and Mrs Lum McClellan
Views of AM Kiwi Aeon
were Sunday afternoon guests of
estely Remoteed at Low Cool
Mrs. Frankie McClellan.
b7—
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Milford
of Morehouse Mo. spent Saturday
ANDREWS
night with Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Jawalry Company
Bondurant.
Some neighbors of Mrs. Ira
Oliver have received a letter
from her stating she is doing
nicely at .the McAlisters Rest
Home in Fulton, Ky. She thinks
1VIAtik
of all her friends here and would
be glad to hear from them.
STORf:

Scicnth:Gevernor Of Kentucky Was
Also Famed As A Military Hero

The Fulton News, Thursday, March 6, 1958, Page 7
Rev. Arthur Wilkerson and Rev.
Mays M. E church Saturday
afternoon at 1 30. The song service was conducted by Ernest
Poyner and Bill Mathis.
Were:
nephews
Pall hearers
Burnett Lintz, Ray Vincent, J. W.
By num, Burton Lassiter, Raymond Vincent and John Smoot.
Burial was in Acree Cemetery
with Wayne- Jones and R1chardion Funeral Home in charge, of
arrangements.
Sympathyis
:eaved ones.
my brother
Yo.'r wr:ter an

Buten Lassiter are in Jackson,
Taut today (Monday visiting our
sister, the Mrs. Roy Hammett
who is a patient in Madison
County General Hospital, having
undergone major surgery the past
week. She is doing nicely of wiliCki
we are glad.

The Fulton County dog warden,
Charles D. King of Hickman, has
received notice that his job has
been terminated because of insufficient funds in the State kitty.

Also available: OLD HEAVEN HILL Bottled
in Bond, 4 year, 100 proof whiskey

PINT 2.85
ti PINT 1.45
QUART 5.60

HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES INC
RARDSTOWN

tOOts

KENIUCIC.

STARLITE Drive-In

• You have prepared -a good seed bed
• You have used proper amounts of fertilizer

OUR
YOUR
HEADQUARTERS
FOR

Stop in anytime...
meet your friends hers
--you're welcome al
times. Ask to sea
and try the latest model CONN instrument
of sour Choice. NO obligation. Ask tb.out
our easy purchste plan
with RENTAL priviege,

Mr and Mrs. J. P. Greer and
Kay of Fulton were Sunday guests
of Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Moseley.
Mr. Alvin Harper of St. Louis
Mo. spent last week with Mr
and Mrs. Fred McClanahan.

Mr and Mrs. LaJune Holly visited awhile Monday night, with
Mr. and Mrs. A. Z. Green.
Mr John Sanders attended the
John Deere dhow at Fulton Tuesday.
Mrs. Carl Bell visited her
daughter, Mrs. Mary Rice, at
Hickman. for awhile Wednesday
night.
Mrs Florance Nance. spent the
past few days with her mother,
Mrs. Mlle Newton.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Green and
son, spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Elmocre Oopelen and family.
Mr and Mrs. Pat Snow and
Mrs. Ella Veatch visited Mr. and
Mrs. Edd Cardwell and Patsy.
Sunday afternoon.

y o u Want I n

CH ICKS
AN\

Use Southern States Top Quality eeds
Adapted
High in Germination
Hiyh in Purity
True to Variety
Known Origin

1
4/.,
RHODE
ISLAND
REDS

Low in Weed Content
Recommended Varieties
Guaranteed

NEW
HAMPSHIRE
"CHICKS
wrrn A
PERSONALITY"

CHICKS AVAILABLE
Pullets.. Cockerels or
Straight Run

SFRVES
YOUR LOCAL HMCHERY

Yes! We ales
have all the new
Burpees 1956
varieties of vegtable and flower
seeds. Bulk or

It Pays to Use the Best.
Seed Cost Per Acre is a
Small Portion of Your
Total Seeding Cost.

See Your Local
Southern States Cooperative Service Agency
.ITTFR

sSs

Page 8, The Fulton News, Thurs
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Ken-Tenn Marketing Center
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Sennett Eleetric, Phone 241.
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refristove,
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etc.
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automofour
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We
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all
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gerator, tables and
Company, Union City, Tenn.
biles that day. Don't tell us
good condition. Priced to sell.
business is bad! Atkins Motor
Call 627 or 470.
Sales.
WEI ARE IN THE STATE
MARCH specials: Good Norge
refrigerator $75.00; real good TRAINED Secretaries or Stenos
OF EMERGENCY
are always in demand. You can
Hallicrafter television, used
6
be too! Qaulify hi only weeks Due to hundreds of unanswered
less than one year, has 30 day
with Speedwriting shorthand prospects for. the new (Famous
guarantee at Wade's Used Furor 9 months with Gregg. Write and Still Growing) State Hospiniture Store. Trade with Wade
or visit Bruce Business Insti- tal Plan, we are in dire need of
and Save. 112 Main Street,
tute, 308 Poplar Street, Martin, a licensed resident agent for this
phone 478.
Tenn.
territory. If interested in making
'OR mil% Floor sanding ma$150.00 per week, plus renewals,
for
puppies
Boxer
D
polishPEDIGREE
floor
chine and electric
sale. Elvis Babb, Connaughton write to
er and electric vacuum cleansubdivision; phone 571-R.
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
B. H. EVANS
Phone 35, Church Street
DAY OR NIGHT wrecker service;
E BLDG.
GUTHRI
209
phone 38 during the daytime
NOTICE: loa4ers are welcome!
KY
KENTUC
H,
PADUCA
night.
at
1701-R
or
and 1917
Prospects are preferred! If you
Taylor Chevrolet Company,
don't want to trade cars, you'd
Fulton.
better not hang around long.
Atkins Motor Sales.
LADY KILLER on the loose!
• WE HAVE
Watch out for a 1952 Ford con.7HRYSANTHEMUMS: Order
RCA WHIRLP001
vertible. A dandy for the wife
now, shipped at proper plantCOMBINATION WASHER
a second car. Sales price $595.00
ing date. 20 plants, 10 beautiAND DRYER
Sales.
Motor
diviAtkins
rooted
ful varieties well
REFRDGERATORS
RANGES,
the
sions. $2.25 postpaid from
the new
NERS
heard
YOU
CONDITIO
HAVE
AIR
largest garden in the middle
Thomas Organ? Ask about our
west. Gibson's Mum Garden,
NOW
TRADE •
rent-to-own plan. Jones Pianos,
Paris, Ill., R. R. No. 2.
1000 East Main Street, Union

FINE ENGRAVING of all types
Is available at the natio
News office. See our samples; we are exclusive agents
for the finest engraving company in the midwest The
Fulton News, 209 Commercial Aventle.
SALESBOOKS of all descriptions are available from the
Fulton News. Short orters
made right in our shop to
your specifications; we are
agents for the largest salesbook companies in the business. Let us quote you on
your next order. The Fulton News, 209 Commercial
Ave.

Continued from Pope One

bees, Roy Wade, Ardell Simpson,
David Nugent and Mrs. Bertha
Nugent, Kelty and Martin Conger,
and Gus Paschall.
The outstanding Fulton County
senior girl in home economics
was awarded to Linda Arrington
of Fulton, and the outstanding
Fulton County senior boy in agriculture vu awarded to Ermon
Workman. Both are very active
In their fields and have long records if achievements in County,
district and State circles.

RED CROSS-

Continued front Page One
by Scates and Ed Neely-Church
St.; Ernest Fall and R. V. Putnam--Main St.; Paul Boyd and
Arch Huddleston-Main St.; Ray
Williams and Virgil BarkerWalnut St.; Bud Davis and Joe
Treas-East Fulton; Thad Fagan
and Bill Adams-West Fulton;
Charles Reams and C. H. MeDaniels-West Fulton.
Jim Huffine-Henry I. Seigel,
Virginia Perry-Pure Milk Co.;
Jerry Warren-Ky. Motor Co.;
Mrs. Doran Colley-Jones Clinic;
J. D. Hales-Hillview Hospital;
Mrs. Paul Wright-A. C. Butts
Harold Holladay-Post
Grocery;
M
&
H
City, Tenn.
NOW is the time to get your
Swan BushartMary
Office;
Typewriter and Adding MacTELEVISION
Fulton Hospital; Rex HuddlePOSTED and No-hunting signs,
Cleo
See
.
Overhauled
hine
for-rent signs, made to your
City Hall; J. P. Harries-- I. C. R.
Peeples, Service Manager of
Fulton R. C.; Mrs. J. D. Simpson-Airser- 202 Lake St
Prompt
ns.
specificatio
ComThe Harvey Caldwell
vice, economical prices. The
lene Gas Co.; Helen Allen, Marpany, DRIVE-IN Office OutFulton News, 209 Commertha McKnight, Harvey Hurdfitters, Phone 674.
cial Avenue.
Southern Bell Tel. and Tel. Co.;
Mrs. Frank Wiggins-O. K. Laun'ANTED: Salesman, full or part HI-Fl headquarters: Records, reFor The
dry.
time. Men or women to sell
hit
latest
Hi-Fl
cord players,
L M. McBride-Browder Ifill;
nationally-advertised product.
tunes, LP anii EP albums.
Campbell-Parisian
John Joe
Liberal commission paid; car
Wade TV, 206 Main Street,
Laundry; Billy Johnson-Coca
helpful but not necessary. Call
Fulton.
Cola Plant; Mrs. Leslie Nugent1138 or 1459-XJ, Union City,
Palestine Homemakers; Mrs.
I AM NOW representing the
Tenn.
and
James Binkley-Bennett HomeGreenfield Monument Works
"OR THE BEST sseal asti Otfice
makers; Mrs. R. L. Duke-Crutchand wil', appreciate the opporFurniture buy Shaw -Walker.
field Homemakers; Mrs. E. L.
tunity to show you our beautiSee James 0. Butts at The
Cooke-Vie tory Homemakers;
ful line of memorials. Tom
Co.,
Caldwell
Harvey
Mrs. Mary Latta will be in charge
Hales„ Fulton; phone 124.
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
of the residential areas.
Phone 674. We trade fur your CHEVROLET owners use genuine
old equipment.
Chevrolet parts for best perforCHAMBER OFmance se r vice satisfaction.
AOTORCYCLES; new and used.
only at
in
Fulton
Available
Continued from Page One
'
Barney Corner, 405 Ferry
buy it at
Taylor Chevrolet Company,
Education; C. H. McDaniel, PubStreet, Metropolis, Illinois.
"Your Authorized Chevrolet
lic Relations Director; Robert
Dealer in Fulton". Lake Street,
Burrow, Paul Westpheling, antl
phone 38.
Mrs. Hendon Wright, Community
WARD'S
Development Scrapbook; Fs, F.
better dress shoes
YOUR
FOR
MUSIC SHOP
Crocker, Duke Crews, C. H. Mcthem
bring
heels,
with spike
Daniel, Win Whitnel, and Dr. R.
Furniture Company
to us for safe repair. Special
RCA and Magnavox
V. Putnam, Eitecutive Commitnew machine designed exclusiFinance and Membership,
tee;
TV and Hi-Fi
vely for this type of heel repair Church Street
Fulton C. H. McDaniel.
Union City at Forrester's Shoe Shop, Ful'hone 1555
In the next.few days a letter
ton.
will be mailed to each member
(Complete stock)
JOBS are getting Scarce. NO PRINTING JOB too large of the Chember of Commerce,
;ood selection of records GOOD
or too small for the Fulton asking which of the various comGet "Job Insurance." Learn
on LP and 45 rpm
News to do for you Best mittees they are most interestSpeedwritmg Shortland in 6
Vail orders---Snecial orders Weeks or Gregg Shorthand in equipped shop in Fulton to ed in and would serve on.
The Board of Directors urge
serve you. Phone 470.
9 months. Write or visit Bruce
each one to select at least one
TELLS DRILLED for industry
Business Institute, 308 Poplar
FIVE SIZES of blank shipping committee to serve on, and to
and homes Modern equipment,
Street, Martin, Tenn.
tags always in stock; from return the form promptly to the
experienced workmen. Write
the largest to the smallest. Chamber office and show that
261,
Phone
Co.,
Watson
or call
You can buy 'ern plain or you are interested in "A Better
Fulton, Ky
we'll print 'em for you. If Community".
- FARM LOANS
you need shipping tags, come
VE RE-STYLE your old shoes
to the Fulton News office,
with new neels; you'll like our
HOUSE SAVED
Loos Terms209 Commercial Aveaue.
work. Forrester's Shoe Shop,
-a-Easy
Payments
fire department was
Fulton
The
Fulton.
called to Crutchfield Monday
ATKINS, HOLMAN
'ARGAINS: Bed room suites,
morning and was able to extin$37.50 to $120.00; Speed Queen
of the
AND FIELDS
guish a fire in the
Washer, used less than one
Michael Byrd residence, thus savyear; 9x12 rugs $5.50 at Wade's
EXTRA COPIES
ing the house from destruction.
-InsuranceUsed Furniture Store. Trade
your
List
with Wade and Save. 112 Main
Farm and town Property
of
Street, phone 478.
with the
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT
News
Fulton
The
FULTON REAL ESTATE CO.
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It Pays '10 Advertise In The EA'S!

I

The WW1 FuneralTHEHome
BEST-

IT COSTS NO MORE TO HAVE

We have funeral services in price ranges to fit your
financial circumstances. You will not find prices more
reasonable anywhere in this area.

CREDIT ON TENN. BURIAL POLICIESWe give full credit when you call us to serve you_

FliONE 88

408 EDDINGS STREET

Go To CHURCH Sunday

Vacation for 2 in Florida

EXCHANGE

FREE PARKIN

LAKE STREET,
LIQUOR STORE

See them when you want
to BUY OR SELL.
Phone 5

203 Main St.

•

an as We
-••••

"cab

Across From
Coca-Cola Plant
Mack Ryan
Charles Stafford
OME furnishings: % roll-away
bed, priced to sell; dining table
and chairs $14.95 to $32.50; living room suite, looks like new,
at Wade's Used Furniture Store.
Trade with Wade and Save.
112 Main Street, phone 478.

FOR

SALE

Small 10 Acre Farm, located
5 miles North of Fulton. Just
off Highway 51. Two bedroom
modern home, utility room,
need fencing. Good pond, fair
harm This can be bought with
down payment of $1,000
Dollars and payment of $53.00
per month which includes insurance and taxes. This has a
3. I. 4%% loan that is transferable to anybody. Possession
in 30 days.

Wick Smith Agency
Incorporated
7tuntrance for Lem - Real Estate
- NIGHTS IGO
PHONIC

WE

RENT - - -

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Roll-away beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 103

Smith's Cafe

Or A $300.00 Savings Bond
Second prize

$100.00 savings bond

Third prize

50.00 savings bond

Fourth prize

25.00 savings bond

WIthi
tnee .
hhagamv

(To Be Awarded Saturday, June 28)
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No jingles to write: no puzzles to work;
you do not have to buy. Absolutely no
catches. Here is all you do ... each time
you visit A. C. BUTTS AND SONS you
may register. If you are not a customer
at A. C. BUTTS AND SONS there is no
better time to start than now. You can't
lose.
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Fulton News Stand
The News Office

5c Per Copy

RCA and ZENITH
TELEVISION
Sales • • • Service
Tape Recorder*
Geiger Counters
Metal dectectors
Antenna installation
and service

in-ri

Service

KING TELEVISION
Phone Ill,

Unless City
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BUTTER LO
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GLENN VALLEY Early June
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Korean & Kobe Lespedeza
Seed Oats - Red Top - Clovers

CHEESE

2 L 59'
Seal-Kraft

ROSE BUSHES
Patented and Standard varieties

OUR NEW GRINDING AND MIX-

Individually packed and bundle
assortments. We have the famous

ING MACHINES l

"Peace" Rose!

COME TO OUR MILL AND TRY

We Avery(' The Right To Limit Quanities

A. C. Butts Sons
PHONES 602-803
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14 oz. Bottle
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KENTUCKY BEAUTY

No. 21
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49c
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things a
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LB.

- GILLIAM
TRANSFER CO. -

hmPOIs Being Aidot py During
1boossook Isomos sour go "Uroiams

HOUSER VALLEY. Sliced

12 oz. Jar

PORK and BEANS

SAVE MONEY

85'

6 oz. Jar

Evans Drug Store

• • •

NEW LOCATION

Instant $1 09 BEEF
COFFEE I STEAK
BIG TOP

LB.

U. S. GOOD ROUND

MAXWELL HOUSE

555 FULTON, KY.
129 MAYFIELD, KY.

Buy Auto insurance on
Our 3-PAY PLAN
45% DOWN. 30r7. ha 3 MOS.
3elfe to 6 MONTHS
No tabereaL No aserying
Charges.
Tour policy is typed and
ready for 'you ia a few minutes, and coverage is *Heti ties *tunediate4y.
CALLIS-ISS
Wis& Saida Airway
I
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St. Petersburg Beach

Derby Cafe
The Coffee Shop
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Miami - Daytona -- Clearwater - or

each week at _
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Choose your favorite beach

CLEANEST

USED FURNITURE

Co
An

FREE DELIVERY AND PARKING LOT

Prices Good ONLY Friday and Saturday, March 7th and 8th
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